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  2015 Review of M&A and Investment Activity in the Marketing, Media, 
and Technology Industries:

  3,143 Transactions Totaling a Reported $128.6 Billion
    Digital Media/Commerce was the Most Active Segment with 1,252 

Transactions, followed by Marketing Technology with 979 Transactions; 
Digital Media/Commerce was the Highest Value Segment with $70.4 Billion 
in Reported Deal Value

  During 2015, Petsky Prunier tracked 3,143 M&A and investment transactions for a total of $128.6 billion 

across five broad segments: Digital Media/Commerce, Digital Advertising, Marketing Technology, Agency 

& Marketing Services, and Traditional Media. Digital Media/Commerce and Marketing Technology were 

the most active segments with 1,252 and 979 transactions, respectively, while Digital Media/Commerce 

was the highest reported value segment totaling $70.4 billion. [continued on page 2] 

*Note: Charter Communications’ $78.8 billion pending acquisition of Time Warner and $10.4 billion acquisition of Bright House Networks are excluded from aggregate totals for the year to limit comparative distortions.
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transactions, respectively. Transactions in the segment announced during 
2H15 included:

  The $4.5 billion acquisition of YouTube-like services provider Youku Tudou 
by Alibaba

  AOL’s $253 million acquisition of mobile ad network Millennial Media
  Perion’s $180 million purchase of Undertone, a provider of cross-screen 
digital advertising solutions 

Investment Activity

Minority investments in 2015 accounted for 58 percent of overall transaction 
volume and 43 percent of total reported value, with 1,808 transactions worth 
$54.7 billion. Reported value for venture and growth capital investments 
during the second half of the year was up seven percent compared with 1H15, 
while volume was down six percent. Eighty-three percent of investments were 
made in the Digital Media/Commerce and Marketing Technology segments, 
with 904 and 600 deals announced, respectively. Digital Media/Commerce 
was the highest value segment during 2H15 with 438 transactions, of which 
418 reported $21.5 billion in value. Investments in the segment during 2H15 
included:

  The $2.1 billion Tiger Global Management-led round of funding raised by 
Uber at reported pre-money valuation exceeding $62 billion

  eCommerce start-up Jet.com’s $500 million investment led by FMR
  The $400 million raised by digital media and entertainment company Vice 
Media from Disney in two separate $200 million investments 

  Airbnb’s $100 million round of funding at a reported valuation of $25.5 billion, 
the same valuation received after its previous $1.5 billion investment

Marketing Technology was the second most active investment segment 
in 2H15 with 289 transactions, of which 275 reported $4.5 billion in value. 
Analytics & Targeting was the most active subsegment with 67 investments, 
of which 65 reported $1.1 billion in value. Compared to the first half of 2015, 
volume in the segment was down seven percent while value decreased 12 
percent. Investments in the Marketing Technology segment during 2H15 
included:

  J.P. Morgan Asset Management’s $110 million investment in AppDirect, 
operator of a commerce platform for selling cloud-based software 
subscriptions 

  The $85 million round of funding raised by workflow and analytics platform 
Alteryx led by Iconiq Capital and Insight Venture Partners 

  Sales data provider Rain King Solutions’ $67 million investment from 
Spectrum Equity

  Lightspeed Venture Partners and Sequoia Capital’s $65 million investment in 
B-to-B predictive sales and marketing platform Everstring

  The $58 million raised by website optimization platform Optimizely from 
Index Ventures

Investments in the Digital Advertising segment accounted for 15 percent of 
all minority activity during 2015. Of the 271 investments announced, 257 were 

M&A Activity

There were 1,335 majority transactions worth $73.9 billion in reported value 
during 2015, accounting for 42 percent of total transaction activity and 57 
percent of reported value. Marketing Technology was the most active M&A 
segment with 379 transactions, of which 88 were reported for $17.3 billion 
in value. The most active subsegment was Analytics & Targeting with 55 
acquisitions, of which 12 were worth $1.6 billion in reported value. M&A 
transactions in the Marketing Technology segment announced during 2H15 
included:

  Endurance International’s $1.1 billion purchase of small business marketing 
tools provider Constant Contact

  The $850 million acquisition of media measurement and consumer targeting 
company Rentrak by comScore

  Neustar’s $380 million purchase of marketing analytics tech provider 
MarketShare from Elevation Partners and FTV Partners

  The acquisition of digital marketing company Fluent by IDI for approximately 
$225 million (a Petsky Prunier-led transaction) 

Digital Media/Commerce was the second most active M&A segment with 348 
transactions, of which 86 were reported for $31.3 billion in value. Compared 
with the first half of 2015, reported value in the segment was up 46 percent. 
The Gaming subsegment was active throughout the second half of the 
year with 31 acquisitions, an 82 percent increase from 1H15. Digital Media/
Commerce transactions announced during 2H15 included:

  Activision Blizzard’s $5.7 billion acquisition of mobile gaming company King 
Digital Entertainment

   The purchase of vacation rental marketplace Homeaway by Expedia at a 
valuation of $3.4 billion

  The $450 million acquisition of live events ticketing company Ticketfly by 
music streaming company Pandora

   Axel Springer’s $343 million transaction for Business Insider, upping its 
ownership to 97 percent at a reported valuation of $390 million 

The Traditional Media segment reported 162 acquisitions throughout the year. 
Value in the segment was up 62 percent from the first half of the year with 
74 transactions, of which 26 were reported for $8.8 billion in aggregate value. 
Activity in 2015 was driven by the B-to-B Media and Entertainment Media 
subsegments with 35 and 32 acquisitions reported, respectively. Transactions 
in the segment announced during 2H15 included:

  The $2.4 billion pending acquisition of Meredith by Media General
  Pearson’s $1.3 billion sale of Financial Times to Japan-based publisher Nikkei 
   Gray Television’s $443 million acquisition of Schurz Communications’ radio 
and television station assets

  The acquisition of print and digital publisher Journal Media Group by 
Gannett for a reported $300 million

M&A value during 2015 in the Digital Advertising segment was bolstered by 
$5.8 billion in reported transactions announced during the second half of 
the year, a nearly 200 percent increase compared to 1H15. The Online Lead 
Generation, Mobile Marketing, and Digital Video subsegments, together, 
accounted for half of the segment’s total M&A activity with 34, 29, and 27 

[continued on page 3]
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reported for $5.3 billion in value. The most active subsegments were Vertical 
Search and Digital Video with 52 and 51 investments, respectively. Comparison 
Shopping was the highest value subsegment with $840 million in reported 
investment value. Investments from the segment during 2H15 included:

  Local review site Thumbtack’s $125 million round of funding led by Baillie 
Gifford with participation from Tiger Global Management, Google Capital, 
and Sequoia Capital

  Real estate search platform Compass’ $50 million round of funding from 
Institutional Venture Partners, Thrive Capital, and Advance Publications 

Buyers & Investors

Strategic buyers accounted for 94 percent of all control transactions in 2015. 
Of the 1,260 strategic deals announced, 288 were reported for $68.4 billion in 

[continued from page 2]

[continued on page 4]
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value. Compared to 1H15, value increased 26 percent, while strategic buyer 
volume was down 15 percent. Nearly 30 percent of strategic transactions 
in 2H15 were in the Marketing Technology segment, while Digital Media/
Commerce accounted for 25 percent of activity.

Private equity buyout firms completed 75 acquisitions in 2015, of which 19 were 
reported for $5.6 billion in value. More than half of all 2H15 PE transactions were 
in the Marketing Technology and Agency & Marketing Services segments with 14 
and seven deals, respectively. Buyout transactions announced in 2H15 included:

  The $615 million buyout of online digital photo services company Photobox 
Group by Electra Partners and Exponent Private Equity

  Apax Partners’ acquisition of online retailing services provider RFS Holland 
Holdings for $500 million

Venture and growth capital investors accounted for 1,808 transactions in 
2015, of which 1,704 were reported for $54.7 billion in value. Compared to 1H15, 
investment value was up seven percent, while volume was down six percent. 
Sequoia Capital and New Enterprise Associates were the most active investors 
during 2015, completing 57 and 44 investments, respectively.

[continued from page 3]

[continued on page 5]



IPO Activity

Match Group, Square, and Yirendai completed IPOs in the Media, Marketing, 
and Technology segments in the second half of the year, with Match pricing 
at the low end of its range and Square pricing at a significant discount. Apptio 
submitted its IPO filing in 2H15, but has yet to price. 

4Q15 M&A and Investment Activity

In 4Q15, Petsky Prunier tracked 735 M&A and investment transactions, of 
which 469 were reported for a total $33.4 billion in aggregate value. Digital 
Media/Commerce was the most active and highest value segment in 4Q15, 
accounting for nearly 60 percent of aggregate reported deal value. The largest 
M&A transaction of the quarter was Activision Blizzard’s $5.7 billion acquisition 
of King Digital. The largest fundraising in 4Q15 was Uber’s $2.1 billion Tiger 
Global Management-led round at a reported pre-money valuation of more 
than $62 billion.
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4Q15 M&A and Investment Activity
($ in Millions)
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Buyers & Investors

Strategic buyers accounted for more than 95 percent of majority transactions during 2H15, completing 143 deals, of which 40 were worth $17.4 billion 
in aggregate reported value. In the fourth quarter, strategic deal volume was up 10 percent versus 3Q15, while reported value increased more than 128 
percent. The most active strategic buyer during the second half of the year was Zealot Networks with three acquisitions. Earlier-stage investors continued 
to pursue growth opportunities in the segment, with VC and growth firms completing 438 investments in 2H15, of which 418 had an aggregate reported 
value of $21.5 billion.

Deal Notes Second Half 2015

M&A and Investment Activity

Petsky Prunier tracked 588 transactions (150 acquisitions and 438 investments) in the Digital Media/Commerce segment during the second half of 2015, 
of which 461 had aggregate reported value of $40.1 billion. Reported segment value in 4Q15 was flat compared to the previous quarter, while activity 
was down nine percent. eCommerce was the most active subsegment during the second half of the year, with 247 transactions (43 acquisitions and 204 
investments), followed by Mobile Content/Apps with 87 reported transactions. Together these two subsegments accounted for nearly 60 percent of the 
segment’s total activity. In addition to Activision Blizzard’s $5.7 billion acquisition of King Digital Entertainment, transactions during the second half of the 
year included:

  Nasper’s majority stake in online classifieds platform Avito for $1.2 billion
  The $822 million acquisition of online travel and restaurant reservations platform Ikyu by Yahoo Japan
  Pandora’s $75 million purchase of bankrupt music streaming platform Rdio’s technology and IP assets

In addition to Uber’s $2.1 billion round led by Tiger Global Management, Digital Media/Commerce investments during the second half of the year included:

  Greenoaks Capital Partners and DST Global’s $100 million investment in food delivery company Deliveroo at a reported valuation exceeding $1 billion
  The $90 million raised by Vroom.com, operator of a platform for buying and selling pre-owned cars, from Catterton Partners, General Catalyst, T. Rowe 
Price, and Allen & Company

   The $60 million Square Peg Capital-led investment in microtask marketplace operator Fiverr
  Food delivery startup DoorDash’s $60 million investment at a reported valuation of more than $1 billion from Sequoia Capital and Kleiner Perkins Caufield 
& Byers

  On-demand cleaning services company Handy’s $50 million round of funding at a reported valuation of $500 million from FMR, General Catalyst, TPG 
Ventures, and Highland Capital
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Digital Media/Commerce

Most Active Digital Media/Commerce Subsegments

Digital Media/Commerce Transactions by Type of Buyer/Investor
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M&A and Investment Activity

There were 210 transactions (79 acquisitions and 131 investments) in the Digital Advertising segment during 2H15, of which 147 had aggregate reported value 
of $7.9 billion. Compared to 3Q15, value in the fourth quarter increased 187 percent, while volume was effectively flat. Vertical Search and Digital Video were 
the most active subsegments in the second half of the year with 39 and 38 transactions, respectively. In addition to Alibaba’s $4.5 billion acquisition of China-
based YouTube-like services provider Youku Tudou, transactions during the second half of the year included:

  Rockaway Capital’s $201 million acquisition of price comparison properties NetRetail and Heureka from Naspers
  Insurance lead generation company All Web Leads’ acquisition of Bankrate’s insuranceQuotes.com for $165 million
  The $25 million acquisition of programmatic video advertising company Optimatic by Matomy Media
  RNTS Media’s $20 million purchase of Heyzap, a provider of mobile advertising solutions for app developers
   Digital advertising technology company Centerfield Media’s growth recapitalization from H.I.G. Growth Partners in partnership with Centerfield’s cofounders 
(a Petsky Prunier-led transaction)

Digital Advertising investments in 2H15 included:

  The $41 million round of funding raised by healthcare search and consumer engagement platform Vitals from Goldman Sachs
  Fitness class search platform ClassPass’ $30 million round of funding from Google Ventures
   Insight Venture Partners’ $28 million investment in ezCater, operator of a local catering review platform 

Buyers & Investors

The reported value of transactions completed by strategic buyers increased 623 percent between the third and fourth quarter, while activity increased 17 
percent. The most active strategic buyer during 2H15 was Gravity4 with four acquisitions. Private equity activity was all but absent from the segment in 2015, 
with five transactions, of which one valued at $201 million was executed in the second half of the year. There were 131 venture and growth capital investments 
in 2H15, of which 65 were in the fourth quarter.
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Most Active Digital Advertising Subsegments

Digital Advertising Transactions by Type of Buyer/Investor
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Marketing Technology

M&A and Investment Activity

A total of 467 deals (178 acquisitions and 289 investments) were completed in the Marketing Technology segment in 2H15, of which 310 had a reported 
aggregate value of $10.9 billion. Activity and value in the second half of the year was driven primarily by the Analytics & Targeting subsegment, which reported 
89 transactions, of which 69 were worth $1.7 billion. In addition to Endurance International’s pending $1.1 billion purchase of Constant Contact, Marketing 
Technology M&A in the second half of the year included: 

  Salesforce’s $300 million acquisition of “quote-to-cash” tech provider SteelBrick
  The acquisition of digital marketing company Fluent by IDI for approximately $225 million (a Petsky Prunier-led transaction)
  The $175 million acquisition of retail traffic analytics company ShopperTrak by Tyco
  Deluxe Corporation’s acquisition of Datamyx, a provider of marketing data and analytics solutions to the financial services industry, for a reported $160 
million (a Petsky Prunier-led transaction)

  The sale of eBay Enterprise’s CRM division to Zeta Interactive for a reported $85 million
  Selligent’s acquisition of competing marketing automation solutions provider Strongview Systems

Analytics & Targeting was also the most invested subsegment during the second half of 2015 with 67 transactions announced, accounting for more than 20 
percent of total investments in the segment. Compared to the third quarter, investment activity for the Marketing Technology segment was flat in 4Q15, while 
value was down six percent. Marketing Technology investments in 2H15 included: 

  The Insight Venture Partners-led $50 million investment in customer success platform Gainsight at a reported valuation of $400 million
  The $49 million investment in email creation and analytics platform Litmus from Spectrum Equity
  eCommerce company retargeting solutions provider SteelHouse’s $49 million round of funding led by Mercato Partners

Buyers & Investors

Majority transaction activity was dominated by strategic deals in 2H15, with strategics acquiring 164 companies, of which 31 had an aggregate reported 
value of $5.3 billion. The most active buyer in the segment during the second half of 2015 was Microsoft, which completed three acquisitions. Venture and 
growth capital investment volume and value in the fourth quarter remained steady at 3Q15 levels, with earlier-stage investors completing approximately 150 
transactions for nearly $2.3 billion in reported value in each quarter. 

Most Active Marketing Technology Subsegments

Marketing Technology Transactions by Type of Buyer/Investor
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Agency & Marketing Services

M&A and Investment Activity

There were 149 transactions (135 acquisitions and 14 investments) in the Agency & Marketing Services segment in the second half of 2015, of which 27 were 
worth $1.7 billion in aggregate reported value. Segment activity in the fourth quarter was down six percent compared with 3Q15. Digital Agency was the most 
active subsegment during 2H15 with 64 deals, of which eight were reported at $156 million in aggregate deal value. In addition to Providence Equity Partners 
and WPP’s $575 million take-private of Chime Communications, transactions in the segment during the second half of the year included:

  STW Communications’ $313 million acquisition of WPP’s Australia and New Zealand businesses in a deal that will see WPP take a majority stake in the 
combined entity

  Ansira’s acquisition of digital marketing services and analytics agency SQ1 in a transaction valued between $50 million and $60 million (a Petsky Prunier-led 
transaction)

  Publicis Touchpoint Solutions’ $33 million acquisition of PDI’s Commercial Services Business 
  The acquisition of experiential agency Engine Shop by Bruin Sports Capital
  Stagwell Group’s buyout of politics-focused strategic communications firm SKDKnickerbocker

Buyers & Investors

Agency & Marketing Services, a mature segment, accounted for the smallest number of transactions and value among all segments in 2H15. The most active 
buyer in the segment during the second half of the year was WPP with 10 acquisitions. The largest transaction in the segment during that time period was the 
$579 million take-private of Chime Communications by Providence Equity and WPP.

Most Active Agency & Marketing Services Subsegments

Agency & Marketing Services Transactions by Type of Buyer/Investor
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M&A and Investment Activity

A total of 80 transactions (74 acquisitions and six investments) were reported among Traditional Media companies in 2H15. Thirty-one of these deals had $8.9 
billion in aggregate reported value. Segment volume in 4Q15 was up 22 percent from the previous quarter with 44 transactions, 18 of which were reported at 
$2.1 billion in aggregate value, a decline of 69 percent versus the previous quarter. Traditional Media transactions during the second half of the year included:

  Trinity Mirror’s majority stake in regional newspaper publisher Local World at a valuation of $337 million
   ITV’s $155 million purchase of UTV Media’s television assets
  The $140 million acquisition of the Las Vegas Review-Journal publication by News + Media Capital Group
  Newspaper publishing and media company Talentum’s sale to Alma Media for $48 million
   Modern Times Group’s $28 million purchase of eSports event organizer DreamHack 
  The acquisition of print music publisher Pitchfork Media by Conde Nast

Buyers & Investors

Reflecting the continued consolidation of a mature space, majority transactions and, specifically, strategic buyers dominated Traditional Media activity, 
accounting for more than 90 percent of transaction activity and 99 percent of reported deal value in the segment during the second half of 2015. 
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Traditional Media

Most Active Traditional Media Subsegments

Traditional Media Transactions by Type of Buyer/Investor
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Petsky Prunier is one of the leading investment banks in the technology, media, marketing, eCommerce, and healthcare industries. Our firm’s merger 

and acquisition and private placement advisory services reflect a unique blend of product specialization and industry expertise. Together with 

strategic consulting firm Winterberry Group, a Petsky Prunier company, our organization represents one of the largest industry-specific advisors 

providing strategic and transactional services. We offer international reach through our partnerships with investment bank Altium in Europe, as well as  

China-based The Mountain Capital Group. In India, Petsky Prunier works with Allegro Advisors and o3 Capital. Securities transactions are processed 

through Petsky Prunier Securities LLC, a member of FINRA and an affiliated entity.


